RESOLUTION - ACTION REQUESTED 2018-237

MEETING: May 22, 2018

TO: The Board of Supervisors

FROM: Mike Healy, Public Works Director

RE: Approve Change Order #2 with Palmer Tractor for the Repair of Schoolhouse Rd

RECOMMENDATION AND JUSTIFICATION:

Approve Change Order #2 with Palmer Tractor for the Repair of Schoolhouse Road for work Associated with the March 22, 2018 Storm Event; and Authorize the Director, Public Works & Transportation to Sign the Change Order.

On March 22, 2018, Mariposa County experienced torrential rains and major flooding caused by an atmospheric river event in our region. County roads and infrastructure sustained significant damage and some areas of the county became isolated due to roads and bridges that were washed out. In many cases, the damage far exceeds the abilities of staff to effect repairs in a prompt and efficient manner. The County has proclaimed and the Board of Supervisors has ratified a local state of emergency for this disaster.

Change Order #1 was a net cost reduction of $5,457.89. Change Order #2 was to replace the guard rail that washed away.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS:

On April 3, 2018 Resolution 2018-152 the Board Authorized emergency contracts for various contractors to repair damaged roads and bridges throughout County.

ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:

The Contractor will not be paid for work that has already been completed.

FINANCIAL IMPACT:

Financial Impact: Staff has established a General Fund account to temporarily track all expenditures. 75% of these costs will be covered by CalOES under the Governor's Disaster Declaration.
ATTACHMENTS:
Palmer Tractor - Schoolhouse Rd 18-035 (PDF)
Change Oder #1 Schoolhouse Rd (PDF)
Change Order #2 Schoolhouse Rd. (PDF)

RESULT: ADOPTED BY CONSENT VOTE [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER: Merlin Jones, District II Supervisor
SECONDER: Miles Menetrey, District V Supervisor
AYES: Rosemarie Smallcombe, Merlin Jones, Marshall Long, Miles Menetrey
EXCUSED: Kevin Cann